The increasing amount of multilingual text collections available in different domains makes its automatic processing essential for the development of a given field. However, standard processing techniques based on statistical clues and keyword searches have clear limitations. Instead, we propose a knowledge-based processing pipeline which overcomes most of the limitations of these techniques. This, in turn, enables direct comparison across texts in different languages without the need of translation. In this paper we show the potential of this approach for semantically indexing multilingual text collections in the history domain. In our experiments we used a version of the Bible translated in four different languages, evaluating the precision of our semantic indexing pipeline and showing its reliability on the cross-lingual text retrieval task.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a growing interest in automatically processing historical corpora due to the increasing number of available text collections in the field (Dekkers et al., 2009) . However, few software applications for non-expert users have been developed for processing and indexing historical texts, and these applications are in the main based on statistical processing techniques only (Piotrowski, 2012) . Even though these techniques have been and are currently widely used, they have clear limitations. First, standard statistical processing techniques based on keywords do not handle the inherent ambiguity within language. Second, occurrences of the same concept/event/entity are often referred to via different lexicalizations (e.g. Louis XIV, Louis the Great and Sun King), which are not captured by keyword-based text retrieval techniques. Finally, these approaches are bound to remain monolingual by nature, limiting their applicability to multilingual corpora, which is growing in interest over the years (Johansson, 2007) . There have been recent approaches to automatically link cultural heritage items from text corpora to knowledge bases (Brugman et al., 2008; Fernando and Stevenson, 2012; Hall et al., 2012; Efremova et al., 2014; Poelitz and Bartz, 2014) but without going beyond the monolingual level. In fact, to date most approaches towards the accessibility of cultural heritage content in multiple languages have focused on the generation of natural language content through knowledge bases or via the Semantic Web (Davies, 2009; Dannélls et al., 2013) .
Instead, we propose a knowledge-based pipeline for automatically processing multilingual corpora which overcomes all previously mentioned limitations by going beyond standard statistical techniques and keyword-based queries. Our approach is based on the disambiguation of text corpora through a knowledge base. Disambiguation is then exploited for semantically indexing multilingual text collections by associating each concept/entity with a unique identifier independent on the language and the surface form. This in turn enables direct applications across languages such as cross-lingual text retrieval, and opens up new lines of research to study cross-cultural differences from multilingual text corpora (Gutiérrez et al., 2016) . 
Methodology
In this section we explain our pipeline for the semantic processing of multilingual corpora. For the semantic processing we rely on BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) , a large multilingual encyclopedic dictionary and semantic network. BabelNet 1 integrates various resources such as WordNet (Miller, 1995) , Open Multilingual WordNet (Bond and Foster, 2013) , Wikipedia, OmegaWiki, Wiktionary and Wikidata, among others. All the aforementioned resources are merged into a very large lexical resource in which equivalent concepts and entities are aggregated from the different resources in a unique instance, called BabelNet synset. Each synset contains all the synonyms and definitions harvested from the respective resources in a range of different languages. In fact, BabelNet includes 271 languages and has already shown its potential in various multilingual and cross-lingual Natural Language Processing applications (Moro et al., 2014; Camacho-Collados et al., 2015; Camacho-Collados et al., 2016b) . We propose to use this knowledge base to semantically index large collections of multilingual texts. Our methodology is divided in two main steps: (1) corpus preprocessing including disambiguation and entity linking (Section 2.1) and (2) semantic indexing (Section 2.2).
Disambiguation and Entity Linking
The goal of this step is to associate each content word 2 with a unique unambiguous identifier (i.e., a BabelNet synset). First, texts are preprocessed (tokenized, Part-Of-Speech tagged and lemmatized) using Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) on the languages for which these tools are available. For the remaining languages we rely on the multilingual preprocessing tools integrated in Babelfy. Since the disambiguation is targeted to historical texts, we include a list of stopwords belonging to the archaic form of a given language for the languages for which this list is available. For example, for English we used a list 3 including archaic expressions such as thou or ye. These stopwords are therefore not taken into account in the disambiguation process.
Then, preprocessed texts 4 are disambiguated using Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) , a state-of-the-art knowledge-based Word Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking system based on BabelNet. Babelfy 5 exploits a densest subgraph heuristic for selecting high-coherence semantic interpretations of the input text and has been shown to perform on par with supervised systems on both Word Sense Disambiguation 1 http://babelnet.org 2 Multiwords are also considered on the disambiguation. 3 http://bryanbumgardner.com/elizabethan-stop-words-for-nlp/ 4 As mentioned earlier, for the languages not covered by Stanford CoreNLP and TreeTagger we directly rely on the Babelfy pipeline.
5 http://babelfy.org and Entity Linking tasks. Figure 1 shows a sample output disambiguation of a sentence as given by Babelfy.
Semantic indexing
Finally, for indexing a given text collection we directly use the output provided on the disambiguation step. Given a certain BabelNet synset or an instance from Wikipedia (recall from Section 2 that BabelNet is a multilingual resource containing Wikipedia among other resources), our system provides all the texts in a given corpus containing that instance. This is particularly interesting when the corpus is composed by texts in different languages as it directly benefits from the multilingual disambiguation performed in the previous section. Instead of translating a given concept or entity in different languages, our model is able to retrieve all the texts in which the given concept or entity occurs, irrespective of the text language. For instance, given a corpus of texts in different languages about the Late Middle Ages, our system would automatically retrieve all the texts in which the king of England Edward IV occurs (see Figure 2 ). This may be especially useful for carrying out a research on a specific person/event, as it differs from usual searches based on keywords which are focused on a single language and do not deal with ambiguity and synonymy.
similarity between different texts. Since disambiguated instances (i.e., multilingual BabelNet synsets) are comparable across languages, no translation is needed to measure the similarity. In Section 4.2 we show the effectiveness of this approach for the task, performing on par or better than models requiring a pre-translation step.
Evaluation
We perform an evaluation to test the disambiguation quality of our multilingual semantic processing pipeline (Section 4.1) and the cross-lingual text retrieval application (Section 4.2). For both evaluations we use the same reference corpus, which is the Bible 6 translated into four different languages: English, Spanish, French, and Russian. Each language version consists of 1189 chapters of different sizes, ranging from 21 to 2423 words (588 words on average).
Disambiguation
In order to measure the disambiguation quality of Babelfy in the history domain, we manually annotated two chapters of the Bible for English and Spanish 7 . Table 1 shows the precision of our system and the Most Common Sense 8 (MCS) baseline in the evaluation set. Babelfy outperforms the MCS baseline in both languages, obtaining an overall precision of 68.8% for English and 58.8% for Spanish. Not surprisingly, the history domain is hard for a standard disambiguation system, which has been shown to perform above 70% in news corpora (Navigli et al., 2013) . However, for nouns, which are the items our pipeline is especially targeted for, our system achieves considerably better results (63.4% for Spanish and 74.2% for English). The results of an open-domain disambiguation system clearly improving over the MCS baseline are indeed encouraging towards the development of a domain-specific disambiguation system. As future work we plan to adapt the disambiguation pipeline to the history domain by both refining the sense inventory and training on domain-specific corpora. Table 1 : Precision (%) of Babelfy after preprocessing and the MCS baseline in the Bible.
Cross-lingual text retrieval
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our cross-lingual text retrieval pipeline (Section 3). The experimental setup is described in Section 4.2.1 and the results are presented in Section 4.2.2.
Experimental setup
Task description. Given a chapter of the Bible in one language (i.e., input language), the task consists of retrieving the same chapter in another language (i.e., output language) among the 1189 possible chapters 9 . Formally, given a chapter of the Bible in the input language, the system calculates the similarity between the given chapter and all the chapters in the output language. The chapter of the output language obtaining the highest similarity score is selected as retrieved chapter for the system. This task is intended to test the cross-lingual text retrieval application proposed in Section 3, which is based in the semantic indexing presented in Section 2.2. Comparison systems. We include two baselines relying on monolingual text similarity measures after translation, using English as pivot language. This monolingual similarity measurement after translation is the most common approach in cross-lingual text similarity tasks (Agirre et al., 2016) . For these baselines all the Bible chapters in languages other than English were automatically translated to English using the Bing Translator Machine Translation system 10 , which covers the four languages considered in the evaluation. The first baseline system (MT+Jacc.) calculates the similarity between the content words of the output texts after translation by using the Jaccard index. The second baseline (MT+W2V) leverages word embeddings to calculate the similarity between the translated texts. The similarity measure consists of the cosine similarity between the average vector of the content word embeddings of both respective translated texts. This approach based on the centroid vector is often used in the literature to obtain representations of sentences and documents (Chen et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014) . As word embeddings we use the pre-trained Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) vectors trained on the Google News corpus 11 . Table 2 shows the accuracy 12 results of all comparison systems in the cross-lingual text retrieval task using the Bible as gold standard comparable corpus for four different languages: English, Spanish, French, and Russian. Given the current state of MT systems, the high results obtained by the translationbased system are not surprising. However, our simple system based on inherently imperfect disambiguation achieves comparable results to the baseline based on the lexical similarity measure after translation (MT+Jacc.) and improves considerably the results of the system based on word embeddings after translation (MT+W2V). This improvement over the system based on word embeddings may be due to two main factors. First, since the translation is carried out automatically, it may be prompt to errors. Second, even though word embeddings have already shown its potential in obtaining accurate semantic representations of lexical items, they may not be so accurate to model larger semantic units such as documents. In fact, word embeddings are in the main used in tasks which make use of the local context of words, e.g., dependency syntactic parsing (Weiss et al., 2015; Bansal et al., 2014) , rather than in tasks requiring the global semantic representations of documents or paragraphs. The results are especially meaningful considering that our system does not require a prior translation step between languages. In fact, obtaining and integrating reliable translation models for all pairs of languages is generally a heavily impractical task (Jones and Irvine, 2013) . This is definitely an encouraging result towards the use of multilingual lexical resources as a bridge to connect corpora from different languages.
Results and Discussion

Release
As a result of this work, we provide a tool for semantically indexing any given corpus 13 and release it at http://wwwusers.di.uniroma1.it/˜raganato/semantic-indexing. The tool is intended for non-expert users, i.e., users that do not require any prior programming knowledge.
First, the input corpus is disambiguated (see Section 2.1) and is automatically stored in standard XMLformatted files, following the annotation format used in Camacho-Collados et al. (2016a) . In our case an XML file is produced for each document and documents are disambiguated paragraph by paragraph by default. Figure 3 shows a sample XML output file for a portion of the Bible. Each file contains a list of paragraph tags. Each paragraph tag is composed by the original plain text and its sense annotations. The annotation tag refers to the sense annotations provided as a result of the disambiguation process. Each annotation includes its disambiguated BabelNet id, containing four attributes:
• source: this attribute indicates whether the disambiguation has been performed by Babelfy or if the system has back-off to the Most Common Sense (MCS) heuristic.
• anchor: this attribute corresponds to the surface form of the concept or entity as found within the paragraph.
• bfScore: this attribute corresponds to the Babelfy confidence score.
• coherenceScore: this attribute corresponds to the coherence score 14 .
Finally, we provide a simple interface where users may introduce unambiguous BabelNet ids or Wikipedia pages to retrieve their occurrences in the whole corpus. A user may also introduce a word (or a multiword expression) as input. In this case the interface would ask the user to provide the desired sense among all the options. For instance, if the user introduces Alexander as input, the user will be required to select between Alexander the Great or Czar Alexander III among others.
The cross-lingual text retrieval application is additionally included in the provided interface. For this application the user gives a document/paragraph as input and the system will retrieve the closest documents/paragraphs as given by our pipeline (see Section 3).
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a pipeline for processing historical corpora and showed its potential for semantically indexing multilingual corpora and for the cross-lingual text retrieval task. We provide an interface for non-expert users for semantically indexing any given multilingual corpus, including a demo based on the Bible already processed for the four languages included in the evaluation: English, Spanish, French and Russian. Note that even though in this paper we have only discussed the potential of using our pipeline for historical texts, our pipeline may be used for multilingual corpora coming from different domains as well.
As future work we aim at improving the disambiguation pipeline on historical corpora by refining the semantic network of BabelNet to the history domain. Additionally, we plan to apply our pipeline to study the role of various historical characters according to texts from different cultures written in different languages.
